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Abstract: Preparing well before entering a contract is always vital, independent of the characteristics
of the project and type of contract. However, as projects become larger and more complex, and
value for stakeholders and society becomes the dominating perspective on success, the need for
well-developed collaboration is becoming more and more critical. In this paper, we investigate
how the parties should prepare for a collaborative project. The purpose is to help owners secure
the success of the project for its key stakeholders. We choose to address the issues as an active
risk mitigation strategy that serves as a vehicle to reduce uncertainty, avoid unnecessary risks, and
utilize opportunities as a project owner. We look at the project mainly through a project owner
perspective, but on key points, we contrast this with contractor perspectives. The research was
performed in Australia in 2020 and includes public and private sector investment projects. The
methodology is qualitative case studies and includes primarily in-depth interviews supplemented
with document studies and two workshop group discussions. The paper highlights the difference
between being collaborative in a contract and using a collaborative contract. The results document
significant differences in preparations depending on the degree of complexity of the projects. One
major difference is illustrated in the different levels of precision in terms and definitions used in
communication. Complex projects require freedom of interpretation only gained by allowing wide
and less precise expressions.

Keywords: construction; complexity; collaboration; contract; project delivery method; risk mitigation
strategy; risk allocation; successful project delivery; stakeholder value

1. Introduction

The relationship between the contractor [1] and the owner has a major impact on
the performance of construction and infrastructure projects. Research has shown how
important social relationships are to project performance, including the vital role played by
trust [2]. Research has also revealed a generally shared belief amongst practitioners that
trust, honest communication, and a shared vision are essential for effective relationships
between contractors and owners [3]. In addition, the importance of creating an environment
where all parties benefit from the contract has been repeatedly emphasized in the literature
(e.g., [4–7]).

1.1. Limitations of Traditional Approaches to Contracting

One of the major factors that sets the context for contractor–client relationships in
projects is the project contract: the formalized documentation of the expectations and
commitments to which both parties intend to adhere. Prescriptive approaches to contracting
in construction and infrastructure projects have tended to be the norm in the field [8].
The typical approach to management is based on a competitive procurement process,
followed by a focus on surveillance and control during implementation [9]. However,
the standard approach of prescriptive, fixed-price, lump-sum contracting is coming under
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increasing criticism. One concern from the client’s perspective is that once contract terms
have been agreed, there is little incentive for a contractor to do more than what is needed
to meet the minimum contractual requirements [10]. This approach has also been criticized
as unable to handle the increasing complexity of projects [9]. However, the most common
complaint raised in relation to competitive, fixed-price contracts relates to the impact
on the relationship between the client and contractors. Fixed-price contracts have been
identified as associated with lower trust between parties to a contract, misaligned objectives,
poor performance, a confrontational culture at work [10], and an adversarial relationship
between the parties [11]. Traditional construction procurement approaches have reinforced
the differences between client and contractor goals and values [12].

“Under adversarial relationships, owners are likely to challenge requests for approval,
force compliance by withholding funds, and overly control the contractors’ works. Mean-
while, contractors might exploit potential claims by aggressively negotiating change orders
and withholding vital information. Often, small issues easily escalate into major disputes
causing costly delays and ending in formal litigation.” [3]

Yang et al. [13] identify that construction and infrastructure are particularly risky
businesses. In response to increases in the risk and complexity of projects, and schedule
and budget constraints, many are urging for a change in how contracting is managed in
construction [10]. Internationally, there is an increasing interest in collaborative business
arrangements and collaborative forms of contracting in infrastructure and construction
projects; these forms are often referred to as alliancing or partnering [9]. This trend has been
found to be particularly true in the era of New Public Management, in which governments
and private agents are expected to work together in increasingly complex, sophisticated,
or convoluted contractual arrangements [14,15].

1.2. Collaborative Contracts

There are a variety of forms of collaborative relationship, including strategic alliances,
partnering, relational contracting, and integrated teamwork [3], and there is general ac-
ceptance that contract choice should be dependent on factors such as the owner’s internal
capabilities, expected allocation of risk, and the current market conditions [11]. A range
of detailed studies of the differences between collaborative contract types can be found,
such as Chan et al.’s [10] study of the differences between Guaranteed Maximum Price con-
tracting and Target Cost Contracting, but irrespective of the specific type of collaborative
contract, some common elements persist. While the term “partnering” may be used to refer
to long-term contractual relationships and “alliancing” may refer to isolated collaboration
on discrete projects, the terms are also used interchangeably [8].

From a contractual perspective, collaborative contracts differ from fixed price, lump-
sum contracts, as they attempt to make room for the different institutional logics inherent in
the participants [16]. This allows for an opportunity to create a coordinated, but temporary,
multi-party organization that shares risks and rewards [17]. Partnering and alliancing
generally aim to develop collaborative relationships involving shared trust, joint problem
solving, open communication, and communal problem solving [3]. While some approaches
to partnering and alliancing may focus on the letter of the contract, other approaches
emphasize the principle of changing from an adversarial, short-term perspective to a
collaborative, long-term world view [11].

Perspectives on relational contracts have developed significantly over the last few
decades. Macneil [18], in his wide-ranging exploration of neoclassical and critical legal
studies perspectives on relational contracts, traces aspects of relational thinking back to
the 19th century, particularly in the context of property, trust, corporation, and family law.
In 2000, Bresnen and Marshall [2] noted that although collaborative forms of contracting
and partnering were becoming widespread, there was still little empirical research that
investigated their impact, and most of the support for these forms of contracting was based
on anecdotal evidence. Their case study research revealed that the use of a partnering
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approach was not without problems but may improve performance due to indirect factors
and may reduce the likelihood of litigation.

Later studies (e.g., [19]) help to clarify the field by clearly distinguishing between
project partnering, project alliancing, and integrated project delivery. In all three approaches
transparent financial arrangements, collaborative multi-party agreements, shared risk, joint
decision-making, and early engagement are key components. According to Lahdenperä,
project partnering has the longest traceable history of relational project arrangements as a
derivative of the strategic partnership. The earliest project partnership was identified as
occurring in 1988 in a US Army Corp project with the intention of avoiding construction
disputes, and project partnering appeared in UK projects soon afterwards. Project alliances,
by contrast, can be traced back to a 1992 British Petroleum contract in the North Sea,
involving a contractor risk and gain sharing approach. Integrated project delivery is a more
recent concept, emerging in 2003 as a variation to a design and build contract involving
multiple complementary enterprises.

Many benefits have been attributed to partnering and alliancing. Partnering principles
have been found to improve project delivery efficiency [13]. These principles have been
associated with superior project performance [18] and have been found to be the most
effective and efficient form for delivering complex public infrastructure projects [16].
Partnering and alliancing have been associated with improved teamwork quality when
compared to that found in more traditional contract forms [11] and higher levels of trust [19].
The focus of partnering is on substituting competition with trust and collaboration, which
leads to a more balanced relationship [20]. They are considered more collaborative than
lump-sum contracts [11]. They contribute to improved risk management [13] and have
been associated with promoting sustainable delivery practices [9]. They can improve the
speed of change decisions and provide a vehicle for incorporating contractor expertise in
the design phase [10]. They have been found to result in greater clarity of understanding
of the contract [21], a clearer understanding of client requirements and expectations [13],
and general improvements in customer satisfaction [18].

1.3. Performance in Collaborative Contracts

However, there are also contradictory results in the literature, suggesting that ap-
proaches to collaborative contracting may not always be more effective than lump-sum
contracts [3]. The use of a collaborative contract does not directly guarantee a successful
project [12,22]. Research by Supraptu et al. [11] and Meng [1] both found no direct links
between different contract types and project performance, while Merrow [23] identified
that in some cases, alliances may actually underperform lump-sum contracts.

The difference in performance between collaborative and competitive contracting
may lie in whether the collaborative form of contracting does actually achieve heightened
levels of collaboration. This is not always achieved, as adversarial attitudes are not always
avoided through use of a collaborative contract [11]. This has been referred to as the
“partnering paradox”, in which the heightened performance expected in a collaborative
contract is not achieved because of persistent adversarial attitudes [24].

Performance in a collaborative contract appears to be highly dependent upon factors
such as the openness of senior management, a no-blame culture, commitment, and trust,
with collaborative relationships failing because of a lack of sufficient effort in the early
stages in establishing a shared culture, and a lack of senior commitment [11]. Public sector
management capability also appears to play a strong role in the success of public–private
collaboration [25]. Financial measures in the contract do not appear to be a sufficient tool
for ensuring commitment and motivation [2]. It is clear that it is a complex task to first
establish, then maintain, a collaborative relationship over a long-term project involving
multiple organizations [26].

It is unclear which is the best strategy for ensuring a collaborative attitude between
client and contractor [9]. Commercial pressure can present a significant obstacle to the
success of a partnering arrangement [27]. It is clear that the duration of a relationship
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affects the success of different procurement methods. As time passes, parties develop
an understanding of each other, allowing mutual trust to develop [9,28–30]. However,
it is not always possible to wait for this to develop naturally. One way of developing
trust in collaboration is through formal mechanisms that provide a way of structuring the
relationship, such as through performance incentives and complex selection procedures [8].
Technologies of distrust, such as auditing, have also been found to assist in sustaining
collaborative relationships [12]. However, Suprapto et al. [3] argue that current practices
may over-emphasize formal mechanisms at the cost of trivializing the social aspects of
relationship development. They identified four distinct practitioner perspectives on how
to improve collaborative relationships, and it is interesting to note that despite differences
in the views, all four practitioner perspectives emphasized the significance of capability,
team integration, and relational attitudes.

1.4. Risk and Complexity

Managing a collaboration between two or more organizations delivering a large
construction or infrastructure project is clearly a complex endeavor. Yang et al. [13] argue
that a partnering approach is essential when pursuing international competitive advantage
in construction precisely because of the complex relationships involved in such a project.
Daniel and Daniel [31] demonstrate that understanding large projects as complex adaptive
systems provides an effective framework for understanding project dynamics. However,
there is little research that explores the relationship between complexity and contractual
forms in construction and infrastructure projects. For example, while Qiu et al. [32] explore
causes for institutional complexity in megaprojects, and its impact on governance in a
single case study, they do not consider the impact of different contractual relationships.

Research by Matinheikki et al. [16] stands out in this space, investigating institutional
complexity in public infrastructure alliances. They note that difficulties faced when deliver-
ing public infrastructure projects come from the structural complexity that results from
the multi-organizational structure and institutional complexity created by the different
worldviews inherent in the organisation. They identify that “ . . . we lack empirical illustra-
tions and rigorous theorizing of mechanisms for responding to institutional complexity”
(p. 298). In their paper, it is argued that the process of establishing an alliance is a process
of hybridization, where potentially conflicting organizational logics are superimposed
over a newly created alliance organization, which is a process that results in institutional
complexity. Their paper provides a detailed examination of how institutional complexity
can arise through exploration of a single case, treating complexity, in this case institutional
complexity, as something that arises out of the process of creating an alliance. While Matin-
heikki et al. [16] explore the implications of the complexity created by alliancing, they do
not speak to the relationship between complexity and the use of different approaches to
contracting, leaving open questions about how different levels of complexity could affect
the use of different contract forms.

Daniel and Daniel [31] noted that the “ . . . question of “how dynamic complexity
influences megaproject management” is critical”, while Bresnen [8] identified that “ . . .
there is a dearth of critically informed work that attempts to understand the problems and
limitations of partnering in practice.” The research presented in this paper seeks to further
develop this area of enquiry by pursuing three related research questions:

• How does complexity challenge the use of traditional/transactional contracts?
• How should the actors prepare for a successful contract in a complex situation?
• How can actors improve the basis for stakeholder value during preparations for contract?

The paper is outlined as follows: The introduction presents the significance of the
study and outlines relevant literature. The Materials and Methods section explains the
research methodology. Then, the results section follows, presenting the interviews and
analysis of the materials. Discussions follow where we show how these findings expand
our knowledge in the field of study. The conclusion presents answers to the research
questions and highlights the implications for research and practice.
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2. Materials and Methods

This study is a qualitative, exploratory approach that aims at mapping practices and
views held by senior individuals that represent a broad set of perspectives on construction
projects. The systematic research process is shown in Figure 1. The ambition was to
understand what makes an infrastructure project and collaborative contract successful.

Figure 1. Research methodology—structured approach.

This study started with a roundtable held in Sydney in November 2019. We se-
lected respondents based on two strategies: first, each participating organization recruited
1–2 respondents within their own staff, and secondly, we directly contacted individuals
that have or have had key positions related to collaborative projects. Both strategies lead to
experienced individuals with relevant knowledge and experience.

Two different types of interviews were performed, although the same questions were
asked: One set of interviews were case based. The questions were answered from the
perspective of one particular project—a given context. Six single cases were represented in
the interviews. Following this, there were supplementary interviews with key individuals
with long experience and knowledge of the questions seen from several perspectives
and positions. These interviews add nuances and depth to the analysis. There are five
such interviews.

This research includes interviews with eleven individuals representing different orga-
nizations (except for two individuals that represent the same public organization). All in-
terviewees are senior practitioners with more than 20 years of experience. Seven inter-
viewees operate actively in a role as sponsor or project manager. Three interviewees are
experts in facilitating and coaching collaborative projects. One interviewee represents a
private contractor.

Each respondent received several documents before the interview: an introduction to
the topic, brief information on their rights as contributors to research, and a consent form
to be completed, signed, and returned. Those that worked in a project also received an
additional note on complexity with a complexity measuring tool that they filled in and
returned to the authors.

The tool selected for assessing the level of complexity of the projects was the GAPPS
CIFTER [33]. Of the many tools available for measurement of the complexity of projects
(e.g., [34–38]) the CIFTER has the advantage of specifically addressing the management
complexity of projects, it has been described as “the most researched model” [39], and it is
the simplest to complete, having only seven factors against which complexity is assessed.
Other instruments have over 50 items requiring completion [35,38,40], making them un-
wieldy for the purpose of this study. The instrument was developed by practitioners [41]
and is therefore couched in terms that have meaning for those involved in project delivery.
Research has confirmed a high level of agreement between self-assessed and independent
assessor ratings [42].

The interviews had an average length of 70 min. All interviews were taped with con-
sent from the interviewee, transcribed using the digital tool Otter.ai, analyzed individually,
and sent back to the interviewee to give them opportunity for comments and confirmation.
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A cross-case analysis systemized the input from the interviews related to each research
question. The analysis itself was done manually, with some deductive—but mainly induc-
tive reasoning. A main task in this research was text analysis, structuring and composing
the essence of all the fragments offered by the interviewees. To help complete and check
the contents of the interviews, a set of theoretical frameworks were used to support the
analysis. Relevant framework models are described in the introduction.

3. Results

Interviews were made across New South Wales, Victoria, and Western Australia over
a period of two months. The case-based interviews covered buildings for the housing,
health, and university sectors, as well as road and railway infrastructure projects. The sup-
plementary interviews were of a general nature covering all sectors and project types.
Each interview resulted in a specific checklist that described the process of preparing for a
collaborative contract. All these checklists were then combined into one generic checklist.
This generic version is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Generic checklist based on 11 interviews.

Six of the interviews represented the preparations in real-life projects in specific
contexts. These checklists are of particular interest in the analysis in this article. There were
several differences between individual checklists mirroring the different types of projects,
situations, organizations, and goals defined for each project. This was as expected. There
were also many similarities, illustrating that across all types of projects and situations,
the pre-contract process comes down to the communication and clarifications between
the people involved. The structure given by the eight steps in Figure 2 defines a common
multiple of all interviews in this study. One of the given qualities of this checklist is meeting
the formal requirements given in procurement regulations for public sector.

Given that we try to identify consequences rooted in aspects of complexity, it was
crucial to have some sort of assessment of the degree of complexity for each of these cases.
Complexity was self-assessed by the respondents using the CIFTER framework developed
by GAPPS [33]. The CIFTER forms part of a framework for performance-based competency
standards for two levels of project managers: Level 1 for “normal” projects and Level 2 for
complex projects. The framework is intended to be used to assess threshold competency—
demonstration of the ability to do something at a standard considered acceptable in the
workplace. In this study, we use the tool, not to assess the competency requirements,
but rather the perceived degree of complexity in the situation in which the project manager
is working. Figure 3 shows the level of complexity across all case projects. In the CIFTER
framework, a score below 11 signifies a simple project, a score of 11–18 is moderately
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complex, and above 19 is highly complex. In this paper, an additional category was added
to signify two extremely complex projects, with scores of 24 or above. None of the cases
analyzed in this study were classified as simple. The projects were classified as moderately,
highly, or extremely complex. In this research, we explored whether there was a difference
in the way the interviewees prepared for collaborative contracts, levels of complexity,
and why these differences occur.

Figure 3. CIFTER score for six cases grouped by level of complexity.

The six case projects show a wide array of different situational characteristics, as is
illustrated by the yellow markings of respondents’ assessment. For example, most of the
projects are operating in a stable context—except the extremely complex ones. Almost
all projects have a high number of disciplines, magnitude of implications, and strategic
importance. The expected financial impact varies considerably and seems to mirror the size
of the projects. Perhaps the two most interesting factors for this study are the stakeholder
cohesion and number and variety of interfaces. There is variation in this sample, but the
number of and variety of interfaces seem to follow the level of complexity. Stakeholder
cohesion is the most interesting characteristic of case 1—the smallest in financial terms but
still extremely complex.

3.1. The Difference Between Being Collaborative in a Contract and Using a Collaborative Contract

We started this research with the assumption that collaboration is wanted and neces-
sary to deliver successful projects. The literature referred in the introduction confirmed
this. The interviews pointed to the same but nuanced the premise on one point: There is
a distinction between being collaborative in a contract and using a collaborative contract.
This may be explained by referring to Walker and Lloyd-Walker [17], as shown in Figure
25 on page 108.

First- and second-order collaboration represents traditional and transaction-based
models. These build on contracts that are not classified as collaborative but as competition
driven. Third- and fourth-order collaboration represents models that are more relation-
based, and contracts are classified as collaborative. This does not imply that there is no
room for or will to be collaborative in a traditional contract. On the contrary, all the
case-based interviews made in New South Wales represent the use of traditional contract
forms with an explicit ambition and wish to be collaborative. These indications are also
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evident in the NSW Government Action Plan [43] whereby the Government’s Construction
Leadership Group (CLG) and its member agencies commit to work together to “procure
and manage projects in a more collaborative way” (p. 3).

Interviews conducted in this research also include cases and general experience
from explicitly collaborative models including program alliances (Western Australia and
Victoria). In other words, both interpretations, “collaborative in a contract” and “in a
collaborative contract” are included in this research. Both are valid positions and share the
awareness that collaboration is a key to success.

3.2. The Effect of Complexity on the Process

Even though there are moderate differences in the level of complexity within the
case projects, the results show striking differences. The contrast between case 4 (the least
complex) and case 6 (the most complex) illustrates perhaps the most important consequence
of the complexity. The authors compared the way preparations were done before a contract
is formalized in these two projects. At the stage where the client identified and checked
out potential partners and concluded with a shortlist of possible contractors, the work has
a different character:

In the project with the lowest degree of complexity, the process had a distinct char-
acteristic of gathering and structuring information. This goes both ways in sequence;
information from the client to potential bidders, and the requested information from com-
peting bidders. Dialogue is kept to a minimum. The process had some resemblance to
“going by the textbook”, even though this project had a rather high degree of complexity.
In the project with the highest degree of complexity, the process had a very strong charac-
teristic of iterative process in which the client develops a framework for collaboration in
dialogue with the bidders. The process was less structured and harder to overlook.

Going further into detail, the analysis revealed that in the project with the lowest
level of complexity, there was a particularly strong focus on checks and balances, formal
routines, and gateways. The process had a strong focus on analytical tasks and structured
planning activities. In the projects classified as having a medium to high level of complexity,
the focus was on checking the potential partner’s experience and understanding. The focus
was on the selection of partners that could be aligned with the client’s objectives, and then
the parties developed these further together until the parties reached a level of common
understanding that was adequate for signing the formal agreement. In projects classified
as having a very high level of complexity, the focus was on developing the project together
with potential contractors. Obviously, some necessary planning was done up front to
make shortlisting of candidates possible, but the real development happened after the best
partner has been identified and selected.

All interviews resulted in a separate checklist for preparations to enter contract.
An additional meta-analysis of the resulting checklists from the interviews in projects with
different levels of complexity is shown in Figure 4. Here, the checklists for three steps
toward signing a collaborative contract are compared. The steps are (1) Shortlisting of
candidates, (2) Selection of winner, and (3) Formalizing the contract. Note the tendency to
have fewer, but bigger, issues on the checklist as complexity increases.

In the context of a project assessed as very complex, the collaboration must be very
open and dynamic. The basis consists of major issues described by less precise definitions
and specifications. This keeps open a wide room for improvement and innovation but
also requires a high degree of integration to succeed. These processes are to a large degree
experiments where practice must emerge as development unfolds.
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Figure 4. The accumulated effect of complexity on the process from start to formalizing of contract.

For a project assessed as complex, the situation is generally similar, but it is possible
to achieve more precision up front in definitions and specifications. If that possibility is
used, then the room for innovation is reduced and the need for integration is reduced,
too. However, there is no doubt left among the interviewees in this study that openness
and close collaboration through all steps are necessary regardless of whether the project
is complex or very complex. These complex projects develop their own frameworks and
practice guidelines.

In situations assessed as less complex, the big issues are already clarified up front,
and those moderate issues that remain are well understood. This makes it possible to
define the scope and requirements clearly. Such clarity makes it possible to use delivery
strategies that include allocating risk and payment in some detail up front. This makes
traditional contracts and delivery models more appropriate, and the level of integration
may be kept low. Execution may follow best practice guidelines.

3.3. Fundamental Roles, Risks, and Opportunities

The fundamental positions or perspectives may be defined as being owner (client),
user, contractor (supplier), and wider society [44]. All these groups of stakeholders may
be divided into detailed classifications, but that is not needed for this analysis. When we
look at the success of projects, all these fundamental positions must be considered, but in a
contract, the positions as client and contractor are the only ones involved.

Interviews show that in the tendering process, the different positions of clients and
contractors must be understood and respected. They come from different places and have
different stakes in the process. One example is that information does not mean the same
thing seen from the two positions. What the client needs to communicate is that “this is
an attractive project and an opportunity the contractors should go for” (Interviewee 3).
Clients want tough competition to secure lower prices in the bidding process.

What the contractor needs to hear is what shall be delivered and where the challenges
and obstacles are hidden. They need this understanding to give the right price offer in
the bidding. On the face of it, this may be read as a conflict of interest. “Provide for us
to assess and price, and to base our proposal around, the drivers that you’re facing and
if the challenges and hurdles you’re facing aren’t clearly identified and truthful, then it
is very hard to progress with a good relationship and feel like you’re part of a team.”
(Interviewee 11). The interviewees that mentioned this issue highlighted that in reality,
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there is a common interest in understanding the exposure to risks and challenges so that
the right assumptions are made about the future project. All other alternatives will cost
more during the process if not identified up front.

Taking the bigger picture into consideration, the collaboration will not be truly suc-
cessful unless it produces stakeholder value [45]. The stakeholders that are not directly
involved in the contract are the ones that hold the key to understanding values represented
by relevance and sustainability [46]. If the solution developed and delivered by the project
is not in line with the users’ needs and priorities, the client’s investment will fail, and there
is no reconciliation in that the contractor might have made money in the process.

Given the emphasis on this in the literature, it was rather surprising to establish that a
broader stakeholder perspective was hardly mentioned by the interviewees. Even if the
setting specifically focused the contract on areas other than stakeholder value, the interview
questions were in the context of success, and it was surprising that this context did not lead
interviewees to discuss other key stakeholders. Only one of the interviewees put the user
as the center of attention, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Visual summary of interview from case number 1.

It is worthwhile exploring this case in more depth, as it illustrates a perspective that
was not found in the other cases. This interview described an extremely complex case
involving a geographically distributed program of smaller projects. The visual summary in
Figure 5 is multidimensional. Circles may indicate levels of government (or not). The pri-
mary message is: Put the user at the center of attention. This is supported in theory by
the acknowledgement that success depends on the ability to create value for stakeholders.
Here, the user is the key stakeholder, the one stakeholder that the initiative exists for.

Three secondary messages are also indicated in the visual summary:

1. Blue message (arrow top down to center): You need to understand the politics of
your own sector and the corresponding governance and decision making. It also
implies there is a need to understand business in the host sector and think long term.
This points to:

2. Red message (arrow from center horizontally to the right): You need to work with
the users and local community in order to secure long-term value. Sustainability is
measured in environmental, social, and economic terms and the project will not be
a success unless all three aspects of sustainability are taken care of. This includes
building competences and developing long-term asset management, which points to:
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3. Green message (circular arrow on left hand side): The solution depends on what
happens in other sectors, too. Thus, it is necessary to keep an open dialogue across all
relevant sectors to make sure experience is exchanged, assumptions are consistent,
and resources are well utilized across sectors. This tells us: Collaborative practice
depends on breaking with the silo-thinking tradition.

There was little evidence in the interview transcripts or meta-analysis of the process
to indicate that there was a significant focus on users and society, except in one interview.
Interviews in this study show a high level of focus on strategic perspectives and major
decisions along the timeline from start to when the formal agreement is signed. The owners’
perspective dominates at the start and at the end of this time sequence, as key decisions
are identified. The supplier perspective (contractor’s position) is a main focus of all
interviews. This is no surprise, given that all the respondents from case-projects are
active sponsors or project managers. This represents key issues concerning their own
responsibility and expertise.

Consideration of the users’ perspective was surprisingly missing during the majority
of the interviews. Analysis of the interviews identified only a few items representing the
users’ perspective. This is surprising, as it is the use of what is developed and delivered
by the project that represents the purpose of the project. Benefits such as potential for
income, return on investment, or simply solving the problem at hand lies in the users’
perspective but it received little attention. Only two interviewees explicitly talked about
users. Similarly, there is little focus on the public perspective once the project has started.
At the start of the project, the public perspective was in focus as a check of external
preconditions at the outset. This may be noted as a strong argument for having a gateway
process with checks and balances on behalf of society. However, this was only mentioned
by one interviewee.

4. Discussion

Projects are fundamentally about creating value for stakeholders. In this context, con-
tracts are fundamentally about regulating the relationship between two or more parties that
choose to collaborate in that project in order to maximize that value. The contract defines
the rules of the game and may significantly influence planning, engineering, and produc-
tion processes. Some might say that the obvious thing to do in preparing for entering
such a contract is to hedge your own position, securing your share of the output without
investing more than you have to.

Economic theory informs us that the more competition, the lower the unit price and
more advantageous bids [47]. Game theory will set this up as potential for winning or
losing, depending on how you play. Contract theory will tell you it is a matter of identifying
risks upfront and allocating them to the party that is best positioned to manage them [48].
This will minimize the risk premium and thus give the lowest total cost for the client. These
theories have formed the basis for best practice projects over decades. However, this has
not made projects particularly successful [49]. Actors that do not see beyond short-term
business are not preparing for a successful project [50], unless perhaps when the project
is not particularly complex. As Snowden and Boone [51] told us: in a simple situation,
the leader may identify and categorize the issues and choose the response prescribed in
guidelines. They also gave us an understanding of what is needed to handle the complexity,
probe, sense, and respond. It is about recognizing emerging patterns and responding to
them, not about pre-identifying order.

4.1. Complexity and the Selection of Contract Type

An effect of complexity is that the process becomes unclear, unpredictable, and un-
manageable. Assumptions are diffuse, responses are unknown, solutions are debatable,
and everything is more uncertain. The parties involved need more competence, flexibility,
and resilience to play this kind of game. The process becomes emergent; it cannot be
described in detail upfront. Consequently, the parties involved become more dependent
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on each other, they need to iterate to find optimal solutions and processes that enable them
to make decisions and manage design and production.

Transactional contracts are built on the assumption of predefined order. In a simple
situation, the client knows what he wants to buy, how to specify it, who can deliver it,
and what a reasonable price is. Everything you need to identify and describe upfront can
be handled in a structured way. The supplier knows exactly what is wanted and how to
deliver it. Strong competition on the supplier side will push the suppliers to be productive
and offer the delivery at a competitive price. In such situations, there is no reason to look
for other forms of contracts.

Often, the situation is more complex than this. From the position of working in a less
complex situation with transactional contracts, the first step toward handling complexity is
to act collaboratively in contract. In more complex situations, the assumption of predefined
order is no longer valid, but the contracts may still be open for some flexibility to handle
the emergence.

There must be room for collaborative behavior to accommodate complexity and/or
uncertainty. How this flexibility is used is a leadership matter. In a situation with a
significant degree of complexity, transactional leadership makes the game into a win–lose
or even a lose–lose game. When the need for upfront identification and allocation of risks
results in suboptimal contracts, it will lead to imbalance between the parties and potentially
to loss and conflict. If there is no way of identifying upfront the critical issues, there is
no way to assess and allocate the risks and rewards up front, either. Bids will not be
correctly priced, and decisions are made on the wrong basis. The way this will develop is
highly predictable.

4.2. Complexity and the Room for Flexibility

When there is insufficient room in the transactional contract for collaborative behavior
to handle the complexity, using a collaborative contract may be the best option. These
contracts start with the awareness that there is need for dialogue and integration between
the parties. This helps them to manage the consequences of complexity—to identify and
understand the developing patterns. Developing a collaborative contract involves setting
up a framework for collaboration that can accommodate the dynamics and emerging nature
of the process and stimulate the collaboration by building trust. Good leadership will
potentially be able to turn this into a win–win situation.

At what level of complexity does the situation shift from allowing for collaboration
in (transactional) contracts to requiring collaborative contracts? The data from this study
are insufficient to give a good answer to this question, but the outcome of the interviews
presents a remarkably clear message. The six cases in this study are all complex, as shown
in Figure 3. However, even though they are all public sector projects, developing phys-
ical infrastructure, and are delivered in Australia by professional project owners, they
show significant differences on several complexity dimensions. The analysis in Figure 4
shows distinctly different results despite relatively small differences in levels of complexity.
The category with the lowest CIFTER score has an average score of 18, while the next
category has an average level of 20, and the highest category has an average score of 25.
How can this be explained?

The important difference between the two lowest categories is not only the value
itself but where this difference comes from. Figure 3 shows it is in the assessment of
either the stability of context (case 4 vs. case 5) or a combination of factors that comes
out slightly higher (case 4 vs. case 2 and 3). The middle category includes three projects
with quite different characteristics in terms of complexity factors. This complicates the
comparison. Comparing the lowest category with the highest category, the difference
is more significant and points out stability in context in combination with stakeholder
cohesion when comparing case 4 against case 1. In addition, the financial impact in case 6
is a lot bigger in financial terms than any of the other cases. So, what can be seen when
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comparing the checklist that sums up the preparations for entering a collaborative contract
for the three categories?

In the case with the lowest CIFTER score (case no. 4), the process can be described as
collecting and structuring known information. Every item on the list is well defined and
the terms to describe them are precise. The process described in the interview included
little dialogue between the contract parties (client and supplier) before the contract was
signed, representing a low degree of integration. This does not mean there was little
dialogue between the client and other stakeholders such as users and operators prior
to the preparation of the contract. On the contrary, these were included in preparations
through detailed discussion on requirements and premises for the process, which in this
case included developing a new building amid an ongoing operation.

In the cases with the higher CIFTER score (case nos. 2, 3, and 5), the process included
more dialogue leading up to the contract being formalized. In these cases, the focus of
the dialogue included users and operator’s requirements and expectations, as well as
regulating authorities and the wider context. In addition, there was significant dialogue
with potential suppliers leading up to the shortlisting and choice of contract partner.
This was followed by a moderate level of integration between the parties in the period
leading up to the formal contract. Another characteristic observed is that the definitions
and descriptions were partly less precise, leaving more room for adaptation later. Still,
the total impression of the process was one of trying to identify and allocate all relevant
risks upfront. One particular observation is that the two cases no. 2 and 3 were similar in
nature and owned by the same public project owner. They went through similar processes
and used similar contracts. Still, they had slightly different complexity characteristics.
Case number 3 had challenges with stakeholder cohesion and was considered a failure in
terms of the collaborative process, whereas number 2 was a success.

In the cases with the highest CIFTER scores (case no. 1 and 6), the process included
a high degree of dialogue and integration between client and supplier even before the
formalization of the contract. In these processes, it seemed to be intentional that the
descriptions were left as diffuse descriptions rather than precise descriptions, the focus
being on understanding and describing goals and measurement methods to assess the
degree of success rather than identifying and allocating specific risks. The process can be
described as developing a common framework within which effective collaboration can be
generated and matured. Thus, it was also logical to leave lots of room to maneuver within
the formalized contract. The upcoming development was simply not very well known at the
outset, and in both cases, the interviewees talked about significant changes and additions
later (during the contracted works) that were handled within these framework contracts.

4.3. Setting Up for Successful Collaboration

The industry and size of the project seems not to represent any relevant signal about
the nature of the process. All of the projects involved some aspect of construction, and in
the sample, examples of infrastructure projects were classified as both highly and extremely
complex. The two cases with the highest CIFTER score were the smallest and the biggest
in financial terms. However, looking beyond industry of project, it is worth considering
that although all of these cases were referred to by the interviewees as a “project”, perhaps
“project” is not the best term for some of these activities. The smallest case in financial
terms could also have been described as a complex program of many small building
projects in a highly complex context with a long-term perspective and particular social
implications. The biggest case had a completely different scale in terms of financial impact
but could also have been thought of more as a complex program than a complex project,
being conducted in a complex environment and with long-term social, environmental,
and economic implications.

The type of contract that the parties intend to enter has a significant importance
for these processes. Cases number 1, 2, 3, and 4 used a traditional contract based on
transactional logic but with an ambition to be collaborative within the limits of such
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contract. Case number 5 is a Public–Private Partnership (PPP) contract. PPP contracts are
based on traditional logic but include a wider range of scope elements than typical delivery
projects. This introduces the opportunity to include more aspects of collaboration and a
more long-term perspective to the process. Case number 6 is a program alliance. This is
the only “pure” collaborative contract in this study. Here, the whole logic is based on
creating a sustainable environment for collaboration over the long-term and with a scope
that emerges and develops as the process unfolds. Obviously, this study has too few cases
to draw wide-ranging conclusions.

This analysis points toward one key to successful projects, especially in complex cases:
leaving out the user and society perspectives poses a very strong risk to the projects’ success.
The opportunities that represent increased stakeholder value and thus ultimate success and
sustainability for the project are found in these perspectives. Interviews exposed that these
perspectives are given little attention in the preparations, even for collaborative contracts.
This results in a rather critical analysis.

On the surface of it, there seems to be significant weaknesses in the basic logic from
identifying needs in the beginning, developing this into a solution, planning for benefits
realization through to securing the intended effect from use of the result. Clients and
contractors that are short-sighted and narrow in their assessment of value and preparations
for contract will risk focusing on the wrong things and end up with the wrong solution and
a failed project, even when the process is well played and the contract fulfilled perfectly.

However, the interviews did not explicitly expose the whole truth. Many of the user-
focused issues are present when interviewees mention objectives, requirements, specifica-
tions, and scope. However, they are only implicitly present in these interviews. Obviously,
the interviewees would have talked more about these issues if asked directly about them.
On the other hand, they were not asked to focus any of the other perspectives, either.

The resulting impression is probably very close to what the real focus is in these
processes. The parties involved in preparations for contracts are closest to their own per-
spectives, even in collaborative contracts. There is a danger that the core logic—embedded
in the users’ perspective—is left to someone else (delegated to designers and consultants
perhaps) or lost in the dominating focus on productivity (suppliers’ perspective) and
economic/financial focus of the owner/investor perspective.

5. Conclusions
5.1. Answers to Research Questions

The research questions addressed in this study can be answered from the results of
the interviews:

• How does complexity challenge the use of traditional/transactional contracts?

Complexity makes it impossible to identify and allocate all risks up front. Thus,
the very foundation for the transactional contracts are challenged. In situations with a low
degree of complexity, the transactional logic may still produce good results. The power
of competition in keeping cost down should not be underestimated. This study clearly
indicates that the power of collaboration in handling the complexity is needed when the
degree of complexity gets high. As shown in this study, there is a measurable limit to the
degree of complexity (measured by CIFTER score) where the transactional logic meets
some sort of limit. The level that seems to mark this limit is a CIFTER score of about 20–21.

• How should the owners prepare for a successful contract in a complex situation?

Based on the checklists that resulted from the interviews (see Figure 2), before starting
the procurement process, the owner must establish a basis for actually working in a collab-
orative way. Without it, any attempt will be futile. The execution strategy for the proposed
project must be in place and resources and other preconditions to start. The preparation
stage is about making the project attractive, but at the same time ensuring the bidders
are able to give realistic price bids. The degree of precision and detail in the information
at this stage mirrors the level of complexity—understanding this, and its implications,
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is important for all stakeholders. In complex situations, the initial screening for partners is
not a question of finding the bidder with the lowest price but rather the bidders that are
able to align with the owner’s goals and ambitions. The best fitted potential partners are
shortlisted and invited to deliver initial bids. Depending on the level of complexity, there
has to be a phase of dialogue between the client and bidders to establish that the mutual
understanding and realistic expectations are established. This becomes distinctly more
important when complexity rises. After receiving and evaluating the final bids, the winner
is invited to further develop the more detailed plans and conceptual solutions together
before finalizing the formal contract. This period is characterized by a high degree of
integration between the client and the supplier in very complex cases. The process uses
language and definitions that maintain a significant room open for interpretation and
handling emerging aspects in the following process of design, production, and delivery.
In short—the preparation for a collaborative contract in a highly complex situation is more
similar to developing a framework for managing the process together than an upfront
identification and allocation of risks between the parties. Complex projects require freedom
of interpretation only gained by allowing wide and less precise expressions.

• How to improve the basis for stakeholder value during preparations for contract?

The major issue in securing stakeholder value is to make sure the stakeholders are
involved and taken into consideration at the right stages of development. What this
study documents is that the parties involved in preparations for a contract focus on their
own and the specific partners’ positions explicitly, but for a large part, they leave other
stakeholders out or only implicitly include them in developing objectives, requirements,
and specifications. We believe a more explicit strategy toward stakeholders is purposeful
in the front-end of projects and even necessary when the complexity is extremely high.
This will help keep focus on the most important issues that represent opportunities and
risks related to stakeholder value.

5.2. Limitations, Generalization of This Analysis, and Future Research

All cases in this study are found in Australia and are not representative for all sorts
and sizes of projects. However, the issues discussed here are highly relevant to public and
private sector projects all over the globe. There is reason to believe these findings are fairly
representative for medium to large, complex projects in industrialized countries. Although
not to be taken literally in every single case, the principles and tendencies shown here are
considered generalizable.

There are several limitations to this analysis, since this research was done without any
form of financing or external resources over a short span of time. First, the number of cases
is too limited to lead to generalizable findings. Second, there was only one key individual
interviewed per case, and thus, there is potentially a high degree of subjective opinion in
these sources. Third, the CIFTER-scoring was done as a self-assessment and thus may not
be consistent across cases. The differences are small, so this may be a source of error that
puts cases in the wrong category. However, the differences in CIFTER score are well tuned
in to the differences observed in resulting checklists in Figure 4.

All interviews were transcribed and returned for control by the source with no or
very small changes as result. However, a potential cause of error is the influence of each
informant’s communication style and level in structure when describing their preparations.

Future research may strengthen or challenge the findings of this study by posing
similar questions to a larger population of cases in other countries. All interview guides
are available, and all interviews are well documented enabling duplication of this study,
to determine whether similar patterns emerge in other parts of the world. However,
that would not be enough. It is important to make sure the understanding of the causalities
is developed further. Triangulation, using other research methodologies and types of
analysis would offer potential for greater insight.
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5.3. Contribution to Research and Practice

The findings illustrate and support tendencies that are reported in previous literature,
clarifying differences that can be identified and the reasons behind them. The results seem
to offer a reasonably precise and robust set of explanations of the effect of complexity.

There are insights from this research that can readily be applied in practice. The generic
checklist provided in Figure 2 can be used as a guide and as the basis for a more detailed
checklist that would apply to preparation for collaborative contracts in specific contexts.
The CIFTER was found to be an easily used tool for assessment of a level of complex-
ity that has face validity with practitioners. Figure 4 provides a useful summary of key
differences that come into play at different levels of complexity. At lower levels of com-
plexity, there tends to be more focus on clear definitions, process, routines, and gateways,
and collaboration may occur within traditional contracts. At higher levels of complexity,
the process becomes more iterative, less transactional, requiring mutual understanding.
There tends to be higher tolerance for ambiguity, more conversation and opportunity for
co-creation, and under these conditions, there is a greater need for specifically collaborative
contracts that allow sufficient flexibility to accommodate experimentation, innovation, and
emergent practice.

To enable the delivery of sustainable stakeholder value, there is evidence of the need
for consideration and focus on users throughout the process, rather than just at the start
when identifying requirements. When preparing for collaboration within contracts, or for
collaborative contracts, the client and contractor perspectives appear dominant, and there
is potential for a more sustainable delivery of value to all stakeholders if other perspectives
such as those of the user are given greater and more sustained attention.
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